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Abstract. For in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space forms X=G with G nontrivial ¢nite cyclic
groups, we study the homotopy type of X=G.We show that the Euler class of X=G is not zero
if and only if X=G is ¢nitely dominated.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a discrete group. A free G-complex is a connected CW-complex X together
with an action of G which permutes freely the cells of X . If X is contractible, then
X=G is a K�G; 1�-complex and if, in addition, G is a ¢nitely presented group, then
X=G is ¢nitely dominated if and only if G is of type FP, and X=G is homotopy equiv-
alent to a ¢nite complex if and only if G is of type FL ([B]). However, in general, if X
is homotopy equivalent to a ¢nite complex, it is not known when X=G is ¢nitely
dominated or homotopy equivalent to a ¢nite complex. If X is a simply connected
free G-complex such that H��X � � H��Sm� for some m, then we shall say that
the quotient space X=G is a homotopy space form. Since X is simply connected
and H��X � � H��Sm�, X is homotopy equivalent to Sm and mX 2. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss the homotopy type of homotopy space forms. The authors
would like to thank Prof. Hyunkoo Lee for suggesting this problem and thank the
referee for suggesting the apt title.

2. C. T. C.Wall's Finiteness Characterization for CW-Complexes

A spaceY is ¢nitely dominated if there is a ¢nite complexK such thatY is a retract of
K in the homotopy category, i.e., there exist maps i : Y ! K and r : K ! Y such that
r � i is homotopic to the identity idY . Let us recall a characterization given by C. T. C.
Wall for connected complexes to be ¢nitely dominated ([W]). A connected complex
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Y is dominated by a ¢nite complex of dimension n if and only if Y satis¢es the
following conditions Dn and Fn:

Dn: Hi�eY � � 0 for i > n, andHn�1�Y ;B� � 0 for all coef¢cient bundlesB (possibly
non-Abelian (cf. [D, LR]) if n � 1).

F1: The group p1�Y � is ¢nitely generated.
F2: The group p1�Y � is ¢nitely presented, and for all ¢nite 2-complex L and map

f : L! Y inducing an isomorphism f� : p1�L� ! p1�Y �, p2�f� is a ¢nitely gen-
erated Z�p1�Y ��-module.

Fn (nX 3): Condition Fnÿ1 holds, and for all ¢nite �nÿ 1�-complex L and
�nÿ 1�-connected map f : L! Y , pn�f� is a ¢nitely generated
Z�p1�Y ��-module.

For a Z�p1�Y ��-module B, the cohomology groups of Y with coef¢cients in the
coef¢cient bundle B induced by the module B is ([CE, S])

H��Y ;B� � H��HomZ�p1�Y ���C��eY �;B��:
Let f : L! Y , and M � Y [f �L� I� its mapping cylinder. We de¢ne

pn�f� � pn�M;L� I�, and call f n-connected if L and Y are connected and
pi�f� � 0 for 1W iW n.

3. Conditions Fn for Homotopy Space Forms

A homotopy space form X=G with G a ¢nitely presented group satis¢es all of the Fn.
I.e.,

THEOREM 1. Let X=G be a homotopy space form with H��X � � H��Sm�. If G is
¢nitely presented, then X=G satis¢es all of the Fn. Thus X=G is homotopy equivalent
to a complex with ¢nitely many cells in each dimension.

Proof. Since mX 2, p1�X=G� � G and pi�X=G� � pi�X � � pi�Sm� is ¢nitely gener-
ated Abelian for each iX 2. For any f : L! X=G which induces an isomorphism
on p1, since X=G is a deformation retract of the mapping cylinder M of f,
p��M� � p��X=G� and hence the pi�M� are ¢nitely generated Abelian for all
iX 2. Consider the following long exact sequence of homotopy groups induced
by the pair �L� I;M� and commutative diagrams:

� � � ÿ! pi�L� I� ÿ! pi�M� ÿ! pi�f� ÿ! piÿ1�L� I� ÿ!
" " i�

pi�L�
f�ÿ! pi�X=G�

This is an exact sequence of ZG-modules. Suppose L is a ¢nite 2- or �nÿ 1�-complex
and f induces an isomorphism on p1 or �nÿ 1�-connected, respectively. Since the
pi�M� and the piÿ1�L� I� are ¢nitely generated for all iX 2, it follows from the
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above commutative diagram that p2�f� or pn�f�, respectively, is ¢nitely generated as
an Abelian group and hence as a ZG-module. Hence X=G satis¢es all of the Fn. By
[W], X=G is homotopy equivalent to a complex of ¢nite type. &

Remark 1. LetX=G be a homotopy space form whereX is ¢nite dimensional and G
is ¢nitely presented. ThenX=G is also ¢nite dimensional and so it satis¢es someDn by
�W� and all of the Fn by the above theorem. Thus X=G is ¢nitely dominated.

4. Induced Action

Consider a ¢nite group G and a ¢nite dimensional free G-complex X with
H��X � � H��Sm�. Then we see that the induced G-action on H��X � is trivial or
nontrivial according as m is odd or even. For, suppose G is a cyclic group. Then
we have the transfer isomorphism

tr� : H��X=G;R� ! H��X ;R�G:

Note that w�X � � w�X=G� � jGj. If m is odd, then 0 � w�X � � w�X=G� �
1ÿ dimHm�X ;R�G or dimHm�X ;R�G � 1, which can only happen if G acts trivially
on Hm�X �. Suppose m is even. Then 2 � w�X � � w�X=G� � jGj, so G is a trivial group
or isomorphic to Z=2. If G � Z=2, then 1 � w�X=G� � 1� dimHm�X ;R�G, or
dimHm�X ;R�G � 0, which can only happen if G acts nontrivially on Hm�X �.
Moreover, it is well known that such a groupG has periodic Tate cohomology groups
([L]).

When X=G is an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form, we would like to
investigate the relation between the nontriviality of the induced G-action on
H��X � and the homotopy type of X=G in Section 5. The following examples show
that the trivial induced action on H��X � has nothing to do with the homotopy type
of X=G.

EXAMPLE 1. �1� Let X � E � S2kÿ1 where E is a contractible space and let G be a
¢nite group acting trivially on E and freely on S2kÿ1. Then the diagonal G-action
on X is free and by the above argument, it induces a trivial action on H��X �. This
homotopy space form is homotopy equivalent to a compact space;
X=G � E �G S2kÿ1 � E � �S2kÿ1=G� ' S2kÿ1=G.
�2� Consider a nontrivial ¢nite group G acting on the product space EG � Sm where

EG is a contractible space with free G-action and Sm has the trivial G-action. Then
the diagonal G-action on EG � Sm is free and the induced G-action on
H��EG � Sm� is trivial, and the quotient space EG �G Sm � BG � Sm is not dominated
by any ¢nite complex.
�3� Example of Section 5 provides in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space forms X=G

which are not ¢nitely dominated and the induced G-action on H��X � is trivial.
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5. In¢nite Dimensional Homotopy Space Forms

Let X=G be an in¢nite dimensional homotopy space form where G is a ¢nite group.
Then the triviality of the induced G-action on H��X � � H��Sm� does not depend
on whether m is odd or even. We will assume that the induced G-action on
H��X � � H��Sm� is nontrivial and then we will study the homotopy type of
X=G. The action homomorphism G! Aut�Hm�Sm�� � Aut�Z� � Z=2 is then
surjective and so it gives rise to a short exact sequence 1! G1 ! G! Z=2! 1
where the G1-action on H��X � is trivial. In particular, the order of G is even.

EXAMPLE 2. Let G � G1 �Z=2 be a ¢nite group with G1 6� 1. LetZ=2 act freely on
S2k. Then G acts componentwisely and, hence, freely on EG1 � S2k. Since Z=2 acts
nontrivially on H��S2k�, G acts nontrivially on H��EG1 � S2k�. The quotient space
EG1 �G S2k � BG1 � �S2k=�Z=2�� is not dominated by any ¢nite complex.

Since X=G satis¢es all of the Fn, and since X ' Sm and mX 2, the following are
equivalent:

(1) X=G is ¢nitely dominated.
(2) X=G satis¢es Dn for some n.
(3) There is nXm such that Hn�1�X=G;B� � 0 for all Abelian coe¤cient bundle B.

Consider the covering spectral sequence ([CE], Theorem 8.4, p. 354)

Hp�G;Hq�X ;B�� �) Hp�q�X=G;B�:

LetHm�X ;Z� � Z� as a ZG-module and B� � Z� 
 B with diagonal G-action. Then
Hm�X ;B� � Hm�X ;Z� 
 B � B� as a ZG-module. Since Hq�X ;B� � B for q � 0;m
and the remaining groups are zero, we obtain a long exact sequence

� � � ! Hi�G;B� ! Hi�X=G;B� ! Hiÿm�G;B��
! Hi�1�G;B� ! Hi�1�X=G;B� ! Hi�1ÿm�G;B�� ! � � � :

In this sequence with i � m and B � Z�, the map Hiÿm�G;B�� ! Hi�1�G;B�
becomes the map H0�G;Z� � Z! Hm�1�G;Z��. Let O be the image of
1 2 H0�G;Z�. We will call O the Euler class of X=G. Then we obtain a long exact
sequence ([L])

� � � ÿ!ÿ[O Hi�G;B� ! Hi�X=G;B� ! Hiÿm�G;B��
ÿ!ÿ[O Hi�1�G;B� ! Hi�1�X=G;B� ! Hi�1ÿm�G;B�� ÿ!ÿ[O � � � :

Thus Hi�G;B� � Hi�X=G;B� for all i < m and, hence, we obtain the following
theorem:
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THEOREM 2. Let X=Gbe an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form where G is a
¢nite group and the induced G-action on H��X � � H��Sm� is nontrivial. Then the
following are equivalent:

(1) X=G is ¢nitely dominated.
(2) There is nXm such that ÿ [ O : Hnÿm�G;B�� ! Hn�1�G;B� is an epimorphism

and ÿ [ O : Hnÿm�1�G;B�� ! Hn�2�G;B� is a monomorphism for all ZG-module
B, where Hm�X ;Z� � Z� as a ZG-module and B� � B 
Z� with diagonal
G-action.

LEMMA 3. Let G be a nontrivial ¢nite cyclic group. Then

Hi�G;Z� �
Z if i � 0;
0 if i is odd;
Z=jGj if i is even;

8<:
and

Hi�G;Z�� � 0 if i is even;
Z=2 if i is odd:

�

LEMMA 4. Let X=G be an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form where G is a
¢nite cyclic group and the induced G-action on H��X � � H��Sm� is nontrivial. If
m is odd, then the Euler class O of X=G is zero.

Proof. Since the map H0�G;Z� ! Hm�1�G;Z�� � H2i�G;Z�� � 0 is trivial, the
Euler class O is zero. &

THEOREM 5. Let X=G be an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form where G is a
¢nite cyclic group and the induced G-action on H��X � � H��Sm� is nontrivial. If the
Euler class O of X=G is zero, then X=G is not ¢nitely dominated. In particular, if
m is odd, by Lemma 4, X=G is not ¢nitely dominated.

Proof. Since the Euler class O is zero, the maps ÿ [ O are trivial. From the above
long exact sequence with B � Z together with Lemma 3, we see that the cohomology
groupsH��X=G;Z� are not eventually zero. Hence X=G is not ¢nitely dominated.&

The following example provides in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space forms Y=G
with trivial induced G-action on H��Y � which are not ¢nitely dominated.

EXAMPLE 3. Let X=G be an in¢nite dimensional homotopy space form where G is a
¢nite cyclic group and the induced G-action on H��X � � H��S2kÿ1� is nontrivial. Then
by Lemma 4, the Euler class O 2 H2k�1�G;Z�� of X=G is zero. Consider the join
Y � X � X of X with itself and consider the canonical G-action on Y. Then Y=G
is an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form and the induced G-action on
H��Y � � H��S4k�1� is trivial, and the Euler class of Y=G is O2 � 0 2 H4k�2�G;Z�.
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The covering spectral sequence applied to Y=G gives rise to a long exact sequence

� � � ÿ!ÿ[O
2

Hi�G;B� ! Hi�Y=G;B� ! Hiÿ4kÿ1�G;B�

ÿ!ÿ[O
2

Hi�1�G;B� ! Hi�1�Y=G;B� ! Hiÿ4k�G;B� ÿ!ÿ[O
2

� � � :

Since O2 � 0, the cohomology groups H��Y=G;Z� are frequently non-zero, which
implies that Y=G is not ¢nitely dominated.

THEOREM 6. Let X=G be an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form where G is a
¢nite cyclic group and the induced G-action on H��X � � H��S2k� is nontrivial. If the
Euler class O of X=G is nonzero, then X=G is ¢nitely dominated.

Proof.Let t be a generator of G, ` the order ofG, F � Fi � ZG for all iX 0, and let
B be a ZG-module. Then � � � ! F2!N F1 !tÿ1 F0!! Z is a free resolution of
ZG-modules of the trivial ZG-module Z, where N � 1� t� t2 � � � � � t`ÿ1 is the
norm element of the group ring ZG. Then it is obvious that gtÿ 1 :

HomZG�F2i;B� ! HomZG�F2i�1;B� is �tÿ 1� : B! B, and eN : HomZG�F2i�1;B� !
HomZG�F2i�2;B� is �1� t� � � � � t`ÿ1� : B! B for all iX 0. Note also thatgtÿ 1 : HomZG�F2i;B�� ! HomZG�F2i�1;B�� is �ÿ1ÿ t� : B! B, andeN : HomZG�F2i�1;B�� ! HomZG�F2i�2;B�� is �1ÿ t� � � � ÿ t`ÿ1� : B! B for all
iX 0.

By assumption, the Euler class O 2 H2k�1�G;Z�� � Z=2 is nonzero. For
fxg 2 Hj�G;B��, let us calculate fxg [ O � fx [ og: Let o � 1 2
HomZG�F2k�1;Z�� � Z� represent O. The cochain cup product is x [ o �
x� o � Dj;2k�1 2 HomZG�Fj�2k�1;B� 
Z�� � B� 
Z� � B, where D : F ! F 
 F
is a diagonal approximation and its � j; 2k� 1�-component Dj;k�1 : Fj�2k�1!
Fj 
 F2k�1 is given by Dj;k�1�1� � 1
 1 if j is even and Dj;k�1�1� �P

0W h<i<` t
h 
 ti if j is odd ([B]). Then as an element of the ZG-module B,

x [ o � ÿx if j is even;
x� t2 � x� � � � � t`ÿ2 � x if j is odd:

�
Since, for j even, the mapÿ [ O : Hj�G;B�� ! Hj�2k�1�G;B�maps fxg to fÿxg, it is a
monomorphism. Let j be odd and fyg 2 Hj�2k�1�G;B�. Then y 2
HomZG�Fj�2k�1;B� � B and �tÿ 1� � y � 0 or t � y � y. Consider y as an element
of B � HomZG�Fj;B�. Since eN � y � 0, we can consider fyg 2 Hj�G;B��. Since
y [ oÿ y � �`ÿ 2�=�2�y � �1� t� � � � � t`ÿ1� � ��`ÿ 2�=�2`�y�, we have fyg �
fyg [ O. This shows that for j odd, the map ÿ [ O : Hj�G;B�� ! Hj�2k�1�G;B� is
an epimorphism. By Theorem 2, X=G is ¢nitely dominated. &

THEOREM 7. Suppose an in¢nite-dimensional homotopy space form X=G is ¢nitely
dominated. If G � Z=p where p � 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; or 19, then X=G is homotopy
equivalent to a ¢nite complex.
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Proof. By [W], for the ¢nitely dominated complex X=G there is an obstruction
s�X=G� 2 eK0�ZG�, the reduced projective class group, such that if s�X=G� � 0 then
X=G is homotopy equivalent to a ¢nite complex. Since G � Z=p and
p � 2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; or 19, by [H], eK0�ZG� � f0g. This proves the theorem. &
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